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STRUCTURE OF SOLUTIONS FOR CONTINUOUS LINEAR PROGRAMS WITH
CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS
EVGENY SHINDIN∗ AND GIDEON WEISS ∗
Abstract. We consider Continuous Linear Programs over a continuous finite time horizon T , with linear cost
coefficient functions, linear right hand side functions, and a constant coefficient matrix, as well as their symmetric
dual. We search for optimal solutions in the space of measures or of functions of bounded variation. These models
generalize the Separated Continuous Linear Programming models and their various duals, as formulated in the past
by Anderson, by Pullan, and by Weiss. In a recent paper we have shown that under a Slater type condition, these
problems possess optimal strongly dual solutions. In this paper we give a detailed description of optimal solutions
and define a combinatorial analog to basic solutions of standard LP. We also show that feasibility implies existence
of strongly dual optimal solutions without requiring the Slater condition. We present several examples to illustrate
the richness and complexity of these solutions.
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1. Introduction. This paper continues our research in a recent paper [13] on contin-
uous linear programs of the form
max
∫ T
0−
(γ+(T − t)c)TdU(t)
M-CLP s.t. AU(t) ≤ β +bt, 0≤ t ≤ T, (1)
U(t)≥ 0, U(t) non-decreasing and right continuous on [0,T].
and their symmetric dual,
min
∫ T
0−
(β +(T − t)b)TdP(t)
M-CLP∗ s.t. ATP(t) ≥ γ+ ct, 0≤ t ≤ T, (2)
P(t)≥ 0, P(t) non-decreasing and right continuous on [0,T].
Here A is a K×J constant matrix, β ,b,γ,c are constant vectors of corresponding dimensions
and the integrals are Lebesgue-Stieltjes. The unknowns are vectors of cumulative control
functions U and P, over the time horizon [0,T ]. By convention we take U(0−) = 0, P(0−) =
0. It is convenient to think of the dual as running in reversed time, so that P(T−t) corresponds
to U(t). We will denote by x(t) and q(t) the slacks in (1), (2), and refer to them as the primal
and dual states.
These problems are special cases of continuous linear programs (CLP) formulated by
Bellman in 1953 [4], and further discussed and investigated in [2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12, 14]. The mnemonic M-CLP is used to stress that we look for solutions in the space of
measures.
In [13] it was shown that if the primal and dual satisfy a Slater type condition, then
optimal solutions exist, and strong duality holds. Furthermore, the optimal solutions can be
chosen to be absolutely continuous on (0,T ) with jumps, i.e. impulse controls only at 0
and T . It was also pointed out that the M-CLP formulation generalizes the SCLP (separated
continuous linear programs) of [1, 8, 14]
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2 E. SHINDIN AND G. WEISS
In this paper we focus on a detailed description of the solutions of M-CLP and M-CLP∗,
and we present detailed examples that illustrate the surprising richness and complexity of
these solutions.
Our contributions in this paper are:
• Identify an extreme point (vertex) of M-CLP with a finite sequence of bases of an
associated LP.
• Give a detailed description of the optimal solution as it is computed for a given
base-sequence.
• Derive the validity region of a base-sequences as a convex polyhedral cone of model
parameters for which the base-sequence is optimal.
• Give a simple non-degeneracy criterion, and prove uniqueness of the solution when
it holds.
• Show that strong duality holds for any feasible pair M-CLP/M-CLP∗, without re-
quiring the Slater type condition of [13].
• Point out the relation of M-CLP to SCLP, and illustrate by examples how M-CLP
can solve SCLP problems which are not strongly dual.
• Analyze in detail all one dimensional M-CLP problems, and illustrate a complete
solution of a 2 dimensional M-CLP.
Further research to develop a simplex-type algorithm for M-CLP, based on our identification
of vertices as base sequences, is in progress.
2. Preliminaries. In this section we state some definitions and briefly summarize the
results of [13] on M-CLP/M-CLP∗.
• Complementary slackness.
DEFINITION 2.1. Solutions of M-CLP and M-CLP∗ are said to be complementary slack
if ∫ T
0
x(T − t)TdP(t) =
∫ T
0
q(T − t)TdU(t) = 0. (3)
Optimal solutions are always complementary slack, and any feasible complementary slack
solutions are optimal.
• Feasibility and non-degeneracy. Throughout the paper we will make following
assumption:
ASSUMPTION 2.2 (Feasibility). Both M-CLP and M-CLP∗ are feasible for target time
horizon T .
ASSUMPTION 2.3 (Non-degeneracy I). The vector b is in general position to the matrix
[A I] (it is not a linear combination of any less than K columns), and the vector c is in general
position to the matrix [AT I].
ASSUMPTION 2.4 (Non-degeneracy II). The vector β is in general position to the ma-
trix [A I], and the vector γ is in general position to the matrix [AT I].
• Criterion for feasibility.
THEOREM 2.5 (Theorem 3.2 in [13]). M-CLP is feasible if and only if the following
standard linear program Test-LP with unknown vectors u,U is feasible.
max z = (γ+ cT )Tu+ γTU
Test-LP s.t. Au≤ β (4)
Au+AU ≤ β +bT
u,U ≥ 0
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• Slater type condition.
DEFINITION 2.6. We say that M-CLP satisfies Slater type condition, if (4) has a feasible
solution u,U ′ such that β −Au≥ α and β +bT −Au−AU ′ ≥ α for some α > 0.
• Existence of strongly dual optimal solutions.
THEOREM 2.7 (Theorem 4.7 in [13]). Under Slater type condition 2.6 both M-CLP and
M-CLP∗ have optimal solutions, and there is no duality gap.
• Partial characterization of the solutions.
THEOREM 2.8 (Proposition 5.2 and Theorem 5.5. in [13]). If M-CLP/M-CLP∗ have
optimal solutions UO(t),PO(t), then:
(i) cTUO(t) is concave piecewise linear on (0,T ) with a finite number of breakpoints.
(ii) There exists an optimal solution U∗(t) which is continuous piecewise linear on (0,T ).
(iii) Under the non-degeneracy assumption 2.3, every optimal solution is of this form, and
furthermore, UO(t)−UO(0) is unique over (0,T ).
3. Detailed description of the solution. In this section we give a detailed description
of the solution. We start by discussing the proposed form of the solution, and define base
sequences in Section 3.1. These base sequences play a role analogous to bases in standard
linear programming. We then formulate and prove in Section 3.2 the structure theorem (The-
orem 3.1), stating that a solution is optimal if and only if it is obtained from a base sequence.
Two useful corollaries on boundary values then follow in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4 we show
that under non-degeneracy assumption the solution is unique. Finally in Section 3.5 we define
validity regions for base sequences and show that they are given by a convex polyhedral cone
of the parameters of the problem.
3.1. Base sequences. We consider solutions of M-CLP/M-CLP∗ that consist of im-
pulse controls u0 =U(0), uN =U(T )−U(T−), p0 = P(T )−P(T−), pN = P(0) at 0 and T ,
piecewise constant control rates u(t) = dU(t)dt , p(t) =
dP(t)
dt , and continuous piecewise linear
states x(t) = β +bt−U(t), q(t) = γ+ ct−P(t) with possible discontinuities at T . We refer
to the set of values of controls and states at t = 0 and t = T as the boundary values. The time
horizon [0,T ] is partitioned by 0 = t0 < t1 < .. . < tN = T which are the breakpoints in the
rates u, p and in the slopes of x,q. We denote the values of the states at the breakpoints by
xn = x(tn), n= 0, . . . ,N−1, and qn = q(T − tn), n= 1, . . . ,N. Because there may be a discon-
tinuity at T we denote the values at T itself by xN = x(T ), q0 = q(T ), and let xN = x(T−),
q0 = q(T−) be the values of the limit as t↗ T . The constant slopes of the states and the con-
stant values of the control rates for each interval are denoted x˙n = dx(t)dt , u
n = u(t), tn−1 < t < tn
and q˙n = dq(t)dt , p
n = p(t), T−tn < t < T−tn−1. Recall that the dual is running in reverse time,
though we have labelled the intervals n = 1, . . . ,N in the direction of the primal problem.
For solutions of this form the solution is fully described by giving the boundary values,
the rates for each interval, and the lengths of the intervals τm = tm−tm−1. We will now discuss
equations to calculate these.
The rates un, x˙n, pn, q˙n are complementary slack basic solutions of the following pair of
LP problems
max cTu
s.t. Au+ x˙ = b
Rates-LP u j ∈ Z for j /∈J u j ∈ P for j ∈J
x˙k ∈ U for k /∈K x˙k ∈ P for k ∈K
(5)
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min bTp
s.t. ATp− q˙ = c
Rates-LP∗ pk ∈ Z for k /∈K pk ∈ P for k ∈K
q˙ j ∈ U for j /∈J q˙ j ∈ P for j ∈J
(6)
where by Z,P,U we denote the following sign restrictions: Z= {0} is zero, P= R+ is non-
negative and U=R is unrestricted. The sign restrictions, which are determined by the sets of
indexesK ,J , vary from interval to interval.
We say that a basis B of Rates-LP and the corresponding complementary slack dual basis
B∗ of Rates-LP∗ are admissible if u, p ≥ 0. We say that two bases Bn,Bn+1 are adjacent if
we can go in a single pivot operation from one to the other. The piecewise constant values
of u(t), x˙(t), p(t), q˙(t) in the solution are given by a sequence of bases B1, . . . ,BN which are
admissible and adjacent. We let: Kn = {k : x˙nk 6= 0}, Jn = { j : q˙nj 6= 0}, so that the basic
variables of the primal Rates-LP for the nth interval are x˙k,u j where k ∈Kn, j ∈J n. In the
pivot Bn→ Bn+1, vn leaves the basis and wn enters the basis. The values of x˙n,un, q˙n, pn can
then be calculated from (5, 6) once B1, . . . ,BN are given.
Next we have time interval equations. If vn = x˙k then xk(tn) = 0, and if vn = u j then
q j(T − tn) = 0. We then get the following N−1 equations for τ1, . . . ,τN :
xk(tn) = x0k +
n
∑
m=1
x˙mk τm = 0, if vn = x˙k,
q j(T − tn) = qNj +
N
∑
m=n+1
q˙mj τm = 0, if vn = u j. (7)
An additional equation is:
N
∑
n=1
τn = T. (8)
It remains to find the boundary values. We let K0 = {k : x0k > 0}, J0 = { j : u0j = 0},
andJN+1 = { j : qNj > 0}, KN+1 = {k : pNk = 0}. We say that B1 and K0 are compatible if
K0 ⊆K1, and similarly, BN andJN+1 are compatible ifJN+1 ⊆JN . The solution needs
to satisfy these compatibility conditions.
By the definition ofK0,J0,KN+1,JN+1 and by complementary slackness,
u0j = 0, j ∈J0 pNk = 0, k ∈KN+1,
x0k = 0, k 6∈K0, qNj = 0, j 6∈JN+1,
p0k = 0, k ∈K0, uNj = 0, j ∈JN+1,
q0j = 0, j 6∈J0, xNk = 0, k 6∈KN+1.
(9)
This determines the value 0 for 2K + 2J of the boundary variables. We note however that
in contrast to |Kn|+ |J n| = K and |K n|+ |Jn| = J for B1, . . . ,BN , all that we can say
for the boundary values is that |K0|+ |J0| = K +L1, |K0|+ |J0| = J−L1 and similarly
|JN+1|+ |KN+1|= J+L2, |JN+1|+ |KN+1|= K−L2. One can see that by assumption 2.4
we always have L1 ≥ 0, L2 ≥ 0.
The remaining 2K+2J boundary values need to satisfy two sets of equations. The first
boundary equations relate to the constraints at time 0 for the primal and the dual problem:
Au0 +x0 = β , ATpN −qN = γ (10)
The second boundary equations relate to the discontinuities of x and q at T :
AuN +xN− xN = 0, ATp0−q0+q0 = 0. (11)
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We can replace xN , q0 in (11) by xN = x0 +∑Nn=1 x˙nτn and q0 = qN +∑
N
n=1 q˙
nτn. In this
form the second boundary equations (11) together with first boundary equations (10) and time
interval equations (7), (8) provide a set of 2K + 2J +N equations determining the 2K + 2J
boundary values and the N time interval lengths.
We refer to the sequence B1, . . . , BN together withJ0,K0,JN+1,KN+1, or equivalently
to the index setsKn,Jn, n = 0, . . . ,N+1 as the base sequence.
3.2. The structure theorem.
THEOREM 3.1 (Structure Theorem). (i) Consider the M-CLP, M-CLP∗ problems (1),
(2) and assume Non-Degeneracy Assumption 2.3. Let B1, . . . ,BN be admissible adjacent
bases with rates un, x˙n, pn, q˙n, n = 1, . . . ,N, and let K0,JN+1 be compatible with B1,BN .
Let u0,x0,p0,q0, pN ,qN ,uN ,xN and τ be a solution of (7)–(11), and let u(t),x(t), p(t),q(t)
be constructed from these boundary values, time intervals, and rates. If all the bound-
ary values, all the intervals, all the values xn,qn at the breakpoints, and the limit values
xN = x(T−), q0 = q(T−) are ≥ 0, then this is an optimal solution.
(ii) Conversely, if problems (1), (2) are feasible, then there exists an optimal solution given by
a sequence of admissible adjacent bases B1, . . . ,BN and compatible boundary sets K0,J0,
KN+1,JN+1.
Proof. (i) The proof is very similar to the proof of part (i) of the structure theorem in
[14]. We have τ ≥ 0 and by (8) they add up to T . Hence 0 = t0 < t1 < · · · < tN = T is a
partition of [0,T ], u(t), x˙(t), p(t), q˙(t) are well defined (at all but the breakpoints) piecewise
constant and x(t),q(t) are well defined continuous piecewise linear on [0,T ] with a possible
discontinuity at T .
To show optimality we need to show that u0,u(t),uN ,x(t),pN , p(t),p0,q(t), satisfy the
constraints of (1), (2) as equalities, they are non-negative, and they are complementary slack
as in (3).
The primal and dual constraints hold at t = 0 by (10), hold for all 0< t < T by integrating
both sides of the constraints which involve x˙, q˙ in (5, 6) from 0 to t and hence hold also at
t = T by (11).
Since B1, . . . ,BN are admissible u(t), p(t)≥ 0. That x(t),q(t)≥ 0 follows from xn,qn ≥
0, n = 0, . . . ,N and xN ,q0 ≥ 0.
Next we show complementary slackness at all but the breakpoints. This is where we
need to use the Non-Degeneracy Assumption (2.3), as a result of which the following strict
complementary slackness holds for all t except the breakpoints:
xk(t)> 0 ⇐⇒ x˙k(t) 6= 0 ⇐⇒ pk(T − t) = 0, k = 1, . . . ,K,
q j(T − t)> 0 ⇐⇒ q˙ j(T − t) 6= 0 ⇐⇒ u j(t) = 0, j = 1, . . . ,J. (12)
The proof of (12) is given in the proof of Theorem 3 in [14].
Finally, complementary slackness holds at time t = 0 and t = T by (9).
(ii) At this point we assume the Non-Degeneracy Assumption 2.3 and Slater-type con-
dition 2.6. We complete the proof, without these assumptions in Section 4. Let U∗(t),P∗(t)
be a pair of optimal solutions, as described in Theorem 2.8, with piecewise constant rates
u(t), p(t) and piecewise linear slacks x(t),q(t), with breakpoints 0 = t0 < t1 < · · ·< tN = T .
We will construct an optimal base sequence from these solutions.
In each interval u, x˙, p, q˙ are optimal solutions of Rates-LP/LP∗ (5, 6). By feasibility,
complementary slackness and non-degeneracy, u(t), x˙(t), p(t), q˙(t) must be basic solutions of
the Rates-LP/LP∗ problems (5, 6), with admissible bases B1, . . . ,BN . If these are adjacent, the
proof is complete. Else, if Bn,Bn+1 are not adjacent we can go from Bn to Bn+1 in a sequence
of pivots, preserving the admissibility. In this way we will have a new sequence of bases
B1′ , . . . ,BN′ which are feasible and adjacent. The boundary values of U∗(t),P∗(t) will then
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also determineK0,J0,KN+1,JN+1, whereK0,JN+1 are compatible with B1,BN , because
x(t),q(T − t) are right-continuous functions.
It is seen from the structure theorem that the solution is determined by the base sequence
Kn,Jn, n = 0, . . . ,N + 1, and if the conditions of the structure theorem are satisfied we
call it an optimal base sequence. We refer to the constructed boundary values u0,uN ,x0,xN ,
pN ,p0,qN ,q0, the time partition 0 = t0 < t1 < · · ·< tN−1 < tN = T , and the control rates and
states u(t),x(t), p(t),q(t) as the optimal solution corresponding to the optimal base sequence.
Several Corollaries of Theorem 3 in [14] are also valid here. In particular by Corollary
4 in [14], the objective values of Rates-LP/LP∗ are strictly decreasing. This gives an upper
bound on the number of intervals, N ≤ (K+JK ).
3.3. Boundary values. The following corollaries determine some properties of the
boundary values, which are used later in the proof of uniqueness in Section 3.4.
COROLLARY 3.2. Let Uˇ =
∫ T
0 u(t)dt, and Pˇ =
∫ T
0 p(t)dt. Then u0,uN and p0,pN are
optimal primal and dual solutions of the pair of dual LP problems:
Boundary-LP(Uˇ , Pˇ,T )
max (γ+ cT −ATPˇ)Tu0+ γTuN
s.t. Au0 ≤ β ,
Au0+AuN ≤ β +bT −AUˇ ,
u0, uN ≥ 0
(13)
Boundary-LP∗(Uˇ , Pˇ,T )
max (β +bT −AUˇ)TpN +β Tp0
s.t. ATpN ≥ γ,
ATpN +ATp0 ≥ γ+ cT −ATPˇ,
pN , p0 ≥ 0
(14)
Proof. Clearly, in the optimal solution u0,uN ,p0,pN are feasible solutions to (13), (14),
with slacks xN ,x0 for the primal and q0,qN for the dual. Furthermore, if x0k > 0 so that
the corresponding constraint is not tight, then by (9) we have p0k = 0, and vice versa, if
p0k > 0, then by (9) x
0
k = 0, and the corresponding constraint of the primal is tight. The same
argument works for the xNk , as well as for the dual slacks. Hence, u
0,uN ,p0,pN are feasible
complementary slack solutions, and so they are optimal.
COROLLARY 3.3. Let the vectors x and q be defined by
xk =− min1≤n≤N
{ n
∑
m=1
x˙mk τm;0
}
, q
j
=− min
1≤n≤N
{ N
∑
m=n
q˙mj τm;0
}
.
Then the same boundary values u0,uN and p0,pN are also optimal solutions of the following
pair of (not dual) LP problems:
modBoundary-LP
max (γ+ cT )Tu0+ γTuN
s.t. Au0 ≤ β − x,
Au0+AuN ≤ β +bT −AUˇ ,
u0, uN ≥ 0
(15)
modBoundary-LP∗
max (β +bT )TpN +β Tp0
s.t. ATpN ≥ γ+q,
ATpN +ATp0 ≥ γ+ cT −ATPˇ,
pN , p0 ≥ 0
(16)
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Proof. Let U,x,P,q be an optimal solution of M-CLP/M-CLP∗, as in the structure Theo-
rem 3.1. Substitute the optimal solution in the objective and constraints of M-CLP, to obtain:
Optimal objective = (γ+ cT )Tu0+ γTuN +
N
∑
m=1
(
γ+
(
T − tm+ tm−1
2
)
c
)T
τmum
Au0+ x0 = β
Au0+ x0 = β + x0+btn−A∑nm=1 τmum− xn for n = 1, . . . ,N
Au0+AuN +xN = β +bT −A∑Nm=1 τmum
u0, u1, . . . ,uN ,uN , x0,x1, . . . ,xN ,xN ≥ 0.
Since x˙n,un satisfy the constraints of the rates LP we have
x0+btn−A
n
∑
m=1
τmum− xn =
n
∑
m=1
τm(b−Aum− x˙m) = 0.
Also
x0,x1 . . . ,xn ≥ 0 is equivalent to x0 ≥ x.
Keeping all the other optimal values, we see that u0, uN ,x0, xN are optimal solutions of
maxz = (γ+ cT )Tu0+ γTuN
s.t. Au0+ x0 = β (17)
Au0+AuN +xN = β +bT −AUˇ
x0 ≥ x
u0, uN , xN ≥ 0.
which is equivalent to modBondary-LP (15). The proof for the dual boundary values is the
same.
3.4. Uniqueness. We now show that optimal solutions of the form described in the
structure theorem are unique optimal solutions. We need the following uniqueness condition:
DEFINITION 3.4. Uniqueness Condition We say that T satisfies the uniqueness condi-
tion if:
(1) The vector
[
β
β +bT
]
is in general position to the matrix
[
A 0 I 0
A A 0 I
]
(2) The vector
[
γ
γ+ cT
]
is in general position to the matrix
[
AT 0 I 0
AT AT 0 I
]
COMMENT We believe that under the non-degeneracy assumptions 2.3, 2.4 the unique-
ness condition is satisfied at all but a finite number of values of T . We do not have a proof for
this.
THEOREM 3.5. Let U(t),x(t) be an optimal solution as described in the Structure The-
orem 3.1. Assume the non-degeneracy assumption 2.3, and assume that β ,γ,T satisfy the
Uniqueness Condition 3.4. Then U(t),x(t) are the unique optimal solution to M-CLP.
Proof. By Theorem 2.8 U(t)−U(0) is unique on interval (0,T ). Hence, all we need to
show is that the boundary values u0,uN ,x0,xN are unique. Assume otherwise. Let U˜(t) be
an optimal solution with another set of impulses u˜0, u˜N . By Corollary 3.3, u˜0, u˜N are optimal
solutions of (15), with exactly the same constants Uˇ and x. Consider then the dual of (15),
which has r.h.s [γ,γ+cT ]T. Under the Uniqueness Assumption 3.4 all feasible basic solutions
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of this dual are non-degenerate. This implies that the optimal solution of (15) is unique, and
we have shown that u˜0 = u0, u˜N = uN . As a result also x0, xN are also unique.
3.5. Validity regions.
DEFINITION 3.6. Let Kn,Jn, n = 0, . . . ,N + 1 be a base sequence. Let T be the set
of all β ,γ,T for which this base sequence is optimal. Then T is called the validity region of
Kn,Jn, n = 0, . . . ,N+1.
THEOREM 3.7. The validity region T of a base-sequenceKn,Jn, n = 0, . . . ,N+1 is a
convex polyhedral cone.
Proof. LetKn,Jn, n= 0, . . . ,N+1 be an optimal base sequence for at least one (β ,γ,T )
and let
v =
[
u0 x0 qN pN τ x1 . . . xN qN−1 . . . q0 uN xN p0 q0
]
be the corresponding optimal solution.
For a given a column index setN we use the following notations:
AN is the matrix composed of the corresponding columns of the matrix A.
I[N ] is the matrix obtained from the unit matrix I by replacing the diagonal elements with
indexes inN by the value 0.
We also define following matrices:
S is the (N−1)×N matrix of the x˙, q˙ coefficients of the time interval equations (7).
E1 is the (N− 1)×K matrix composed of: E1n,k = 1 if for the time interval equations of tn:
vn = x˙k and x0k ∈K0, otherwise E1n,k = 0.
E2 is the (N− 1)× J matrix composed of: E2n, j = 1 if for the time interval equations of tn:
vn = u j and qNj ∈JN+1, otherwise E2n, j = 0.
E3 is the (NK)×K matrix where the left ((N−1)K)×K block is a zero matrix and the right
K×K block is a unit matrix.
E4 is the (NJ)× J matrix where the left ((N− 1)J)× J block is a zero matrix and the right
J× J block is a unit matrix.
X =

x˙1 0 . . . 0
...
. . .
...
...
. . . 0
x˙1 x˙2 . . . x˙N
 Q =

0 . . . 0 q˙N
... . .
. ...
0 . .
. ...
q˙1 . . . q˙N−1 q˙N

Finally, we define the matrix M
AJ0 I[K0] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −I[JN+1] ATKN+1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 E1 E2 0 S 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 . . .1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 I[K0] 0 0
[
X
] [
− I
] 0 0 0 0 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 I[K0] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 I[JN+1] 0
[
Q
] 0 [
− I
] 0 0 0 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 0 I[JN+1] 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −E3 0 AJN+1 I[KN+1] 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 E4 0 0 ATK0 −I[J0]

Given A,b,c, the base sequenceKn,Jn, n = 0, . . . ,N+1 determines all the coefficients
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of the matrix M. It follows from the Structure Theorem 3.1 that:[
β γ 0 T 0 0 0 0
]T
= MvT. (18)
Any combination of β ,γ,T ≥ 0 and ν ≥ 0 that solves (18) presents an optimal solution
ν with the base sequenceKn,Jn, n = 0, . . . ,N+1, and with β ,γ,T in the validity region of
the base sequence.
One can immediately see that for any θ > 0,Kn,Jn, n= 0, . . . ,N+1 is the optimal base
sequence for the boundary values (θβ ,θγ,θT ), with the optimal solution θν . Similarly, if
(β∗,γ∗,T∗) is in the validity region, with solution ν∗, then (β ,γ,T ) + (β∗,γ∗,T∗) is in the
validity region, with the solution ν+ν∗. Hence T is a convex cone.
Furthermore, the image under the linear transformation presented by M of the convex
non-negative orthant, intersected with the planes 0 at all the coordinates except β ,γ,T and
intersected with T ≥ 0, is the validity region of the base sequence. This is obviously a convex
polyhedral cone.
The following corollary follows immediate from Theorem 3.7.
COROLLARY 3.8. Let `(θ) = (β (θ),γ(θ),T (θ)) = (β ,γ,T ) + θ(δβ ,δγ,δT ) be a
straight line of boundary parameters. As θ changes, within the validity region of a single
base-sequence, each of the interval lengths τi, each of boundary values u0j ,u
N
j ,x
0
k ,x
N
k ,p
N
k ,p
0
k ,
qNj ,q
0
j and each of xk(tn),q j(T (θ)− tn) are affine functions of θ .
Proof. The proof for τi,xk(tn),q j(T (θ)− tn) is the same as in the proof of Theorem 5 in
[14]. The proof for the boundary values follows from the proof of convexity in Theorem 3.7.
4. Strong duality without Slater-type condition.
THEOREM 4.1. If M-CLP and M-CLP∗ are feasible, then both have optimal solutions,
and there is no duality gap.
Proof. We denote by M-CLP(β ,γ,b,c,T ) the M-CLP problem with parameters β ,γ,b,
c,T . Assume M-CLP/M-CLP∗(β ,γ,b,c,T ) are feasible. Assume the Slater type condi-
tion 2.6 does not hold, otherwise there is nothing to prove. We will now construct an op-
timal solution for this problem. We choose some α > 0. For 0 < θ ≤ 1, let β ∗(θ) =
β +αθ1K , γ∗(θ) = γ −αθ1J , where 1K , 1J are vectors of 1’s of appropriate dimension.
If Non-Degeneracy Assumption 2.3 does not hold we choose vectors ε,δ such that for all
0 < θ ≤ 1 b∗(θ) = b+ εθ and c∗(θ) = c+ δθ are in general position to the matrices [A I]
and [AT I] respectively, and also α1K + εT > 0, α1J − δT > 0, otherwise ε,δ = 0. It is
clear that M-CLP/M-CLP∗(β ∗(1),γ∗(1),b∗(1),c∗(1),T ) are feasible and satisfy the Slater
type condition, and therefore have strongly dual optimal solutions by Theorem 2.7. Fur-
thermore, Non-Degeneracy Assumption 2.3 holds for b∗(1),c∗(1), and hence by part (ii)
of the proof of the Structure Theorem 3.1 the solution can be represented by an optimal
base sequence Jn,Kn,n = 0, . . . ,N + 1. Consider now a parametric family of problems
M-CLP/M-CLP∗(β ∗(θ),γ∗(θ),b∗(θ),c∗(θ),T ) 1 ≥ θ ≥ 0. For every θ > 0 M-CLP/M-
CLP∗(β ∗(θ),γ∗(θ),b∗(θ),c∗(θ),T ) will still be strictly feasible and will satisfy Non-De-
generacy Assumption 2.3, and hence have optimal solutions represented by an optimal base
sequence. Such a base sequence will be valid for some interval [θm,θm+1] by Theorem
3.7. By part (i) of Theorem 2.8 all bases in an optimal base sequence are distinct, and so
the total number of optimal base sequences is finite. Therefore we have a finite partition
θ0 ≥ 1> θ1 > · · ·> θM−1 > 0≥ θM , where each interval belongs to a validity region of some
optimal base sequence. The base sequence of the last interval is an optimal base sequence for
M-CLP(β ,γ,b,c,T ), with an optimal solution.
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Completion of proof of Theorem 3.1(ii). This now follows immediately from Theorem
4.1 and its proof. 
COROLLARY 4.2. One of the following statements about M-CLP and M-CLP∗ is true:
(i) both are feasible and have optimal solution without duality gap, or
(ii) both are infeasible, or
(iii) one of the problems is infeasible and the other is unbounded.
Proof. Consider the Test-LP problem (4) and its dual Test-LP∗. For Test-LP/Test-LP∗
we have the following three cases:
(i) Test-LP and Test-LP∗ are feasible. Then by Theorem 2.5 M-CLP and M-CLP∗ are also
feasible and hence by Theorem 4.1 have optimal solutions without duality gap.
(ii) Test-LP and Test-LP∗ are both infeasible. Then by Theorem 2.5 M-CLP and M-CLP∗ are
also both infeasible.
(iii) One of Test-LP/Test-LP∗ problems is infeasible, while the other is unbounded, say Test-
LP∗ is infeasible while Test-LP is unbounded. Following the arguments of [13] the same
will be true for any discretization (see problem (10) in [13]), and it follows that M-CLP is
unbounded.
5. Relations between M-CLP and SCLP. We now discuss the relation between
SCLP (separated continuous linear programs) and M-CLP. In [14] SCLP is formulated as:
max
∫ T
0
(γT+(T − t)cT)u(t)+dTx(t)dt
SCLP s.t.
∫ t
0
Gu(s)ds+Fx(t)≤ α+at (19)
Hu(t)≤ b
x(t),u(t)≥ 0, 0≤ t ≤ T.
with a symmetric dual
min
∫ T
0
(αT+(T − t)aT)p(t)+bTq(t)dt
SCLP∗ s.t.
∫ t
0
GT p(s)ds+HTq(t)≥ γ+ ct (20)
FTp(t)≥ d
q(t), p(t)≥ 0, 0≤ t ≤ T.
and constant vectors and matrices G,F,H,α,a,b,γ,c,d.
These problems do not in general satisfy strong duality. Examples are given in Section
6.3.
DEFINITION 5.1 (Definition 2.1 in [13]). Consider the SCLP problem (19). Then the
M-CLP problem with the following data:
A =

G 0 F −F
0 0 −I I
H I 0 0
−H −I 0 0
 U(t) =

U∗(t)
Us(t)
U+(t)
U−(t)
 β ∗+b∗t =

α
0
0
0
+

a
0
b
−b
 t,
γ∗+(T − t)c∗ = [γ 0 d −d]+ (T − t) [c 0 0 0]
is called the M-CLP extension of SCLP. M-CLP∗ extension of SCLP∗ is defined similarly.
The following theorem extends Theorem 2.2 in [13].
THEOREM 5.2. M-CLP/M-CLP∗ are generalizations of SCLP/SCLP∗ (19),(20) in the
following sense:
(i) if SCLP is feasible then M-CLP extension is feasible, equivalently, if M-CLP extension is
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infeasible then SCLP is infeasible
(ii) if SCLP is feasible and M-CLP∗ extension is feasible, then the supremum of the objective
of SCLP is equal to the objective value of the optimal solution of the M-CLP extension
(iii) if SCLP is feasible and M-CLP∗ extension is infeasible, then SCLP is unbounded
(iv) SCLP has an optimal solution if and only if M-CLP has an absolutely continuous optimal
solution, with possible jumps in U+(0),U−(0).
Proof. (i) Let u(t),x(t) be a feasible solution of SCLP. We define the following:
U˜∗(t) =
t
T
∫ T
0
u(t)dt, U˜s(t) =
(
b−H 1
T
∫ T
0
u(t)dt
)
t, U˜ f (t) = x(0)+
t
T
(x(T )− x(0))
One can see that U˜∗(t),U˜s(t) is non-decreasing functions, while U˜ f (t) is monotonic in each
coordinate, and hence could be represented as U˜ f (t) = U˜+(t)−U˜−(t), where U˜+(t),U˜−(t)
are non-decreasing functions. Then the resulting U˜(t) = [U˜∗(t) U˜s(t) U˜+(t) U˜−(t)] satisfies
the constraints of the M-CLP extension.
(ii) The proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 2.2(iii) in [13], except that existence of
optimal solution for M-CLP/M-CLP∗ and its modifications is guaranteed without the Slater-
type condition.
(iii) Assume to the contrary, that the objective of SCLP has an upper bound Ψ. Let
u∗(t),x∗(t) be feasible solution of SCLP. We consider now the following discretization of the
M-CLP extension of SCLP, which we call dSCLP:
max (γ∗+ c∗(T −θ))T 2θu1+ (γ∗+ c∗ (T2 −2θ))T (T −4θ)u2+(γ∗+ c∗θ)T2θu3
s.t. 2θAu1 ≤ β ∗+2θb∗− [FT 0]Tx∗(0)
2θAu1+(T −4θ)Au2 ≤ β ∗+b∗(T −2θ)− [FT 0]Tx∗(0)
2θAu1+(T −4θ)Au2+2θAu3 ≤ β ∗+b∗T − [FT 0]Tx∗(0)
u1,u2,u3 ≥ 0
(21)
where θ is a small number defined below.
Taking a feasible solution of the SCLP, extending it to a feasible solution of the M-CLP
extension as described in proof of (i) and setting:
u˜1 =
U˜(2θ)−U˜(0)
2θ
u˜2 =
U˜(T −2θ)−U˜(2θ)
T −4θ u˜
3 =
U˜(T )−U˜(T −2θ)
2θ
one can obtain a feasible solution of dSCLP (21). Conversely, any feasible solution of dSCLP
can be extended to a feasible solution of the M-CLP extension:
U˜(t) =

[I 0]Tx∗(0)+u1t t ≤ 2θ
[I 0]Tx∗(0)+2θ(u1−u2)+u2t 2θ < t ≤ T −2θ
[I 0]Tx∗(0)+2θ(u1−u3)+(T −4θ)(u2−u3)+u3t t > T −2θ
(22)
This solution can be further extended to a feasible solution of SCLP, by setting u˜(t) = dU˜∗(t)dt
and x˜(t) = U˜+(t)−U˜−(t). Moreover, the corresponding objective values of these solutions
satisfy: V (dSCLP)+T dTx∗(0) =V (M−CLP) =V (SCLP).
We now write the constraints of the dual of dSCLP:
ATp1 ≥ γ∗+ c∗θ
ATp1+ATp2 ≥ γ∗+ c∗(T2 −2θ)
ATp1+ATp2+ATp3 ≥ γ∗+ c∗(T −θ)
p1, p2, p3 ≥ 0
(23)
One can see that at θ = 0 constraints (23) are identical to the constraints of the discretization
of M-CLP∗ and hence infeasible. From LP theory it follows that one can find θ1 > 0 small
enough, such that (23) still be infeasible for θ = θ1. This determines our choice of θ .
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Finally, because dSCLP is feasible and (23) is not, it follows that dSCLP is unbounded.
Thus V (dSCLP) > Ψ−T dTx∗(0) and V (SCLP) > Ψ. This contradicts our assumption and
hence SCLP is unbounded.
(iv) Sufficiency is already shown in Theorem 2.2(iii) in [13].
Necessity: Let u∗(t),x∗(t) be an optimal solution of SCLP. Then, we can find an abso-
lutely continuous function x∗∗(t), such that u∗(t),x∗∗(t) is also optimal solution of SCLP
(see Theorem 7.8 in [2]). We now write x∗∗(t) as the difference of two non-decreasing
absolutely continuous functions x∗∗(t) = U˜+(t)− U˜−(t). Let us(t) be the slacks of the
constraints Hu(t) ≤ b, and let U˜∗(t) =
∫ t
0 u
∗(t)dt,Us(t) =
∫ t
0 us(t)dt. Then the resulting
U˜(t) = [U˜∗(t),U˜s(t),U˜+(t),U˜−(t)] satisfies the constraints of the M-CLP extension, with
the same objective value and hence it is optimal for the M-CLP extension by (ii) and (iii).
This solution is indeed absolutely continuous, except possible for a jump at U˜+(0),U˜−(0)
6. Illustrative examples. Here we give some examples that motivate our research
and describe important properties of M-CLP solutions. In Section 6.1 we describe all possible
solutions for one dimensional M-CLP problems, with K = J = 1. In Section 6.2 we present
an example of an M-CLP problems with K,J = 2, which we solve for all time horizons
0 < T < ∞, to illustrate how the solution evolves over changing time horizons. Finally, in
Section 6.3 we present examples of SCLP problems, which do not satisfy strong duality with
SCLP∗.
6.1. One-dimensional cases. Let J=K=1, so that M-CLP/M-CLP∗ are parametrized
by the five values of a, β , b, γ, c. The nature of the solution depends only on the signs of
these parameters, so there are 32 cases. Because the dual for a, β , b, γ, c is in fact the primal
problem with −a,−γ,−c,−β ,−b, we get all the different cases by considering the primal
and the dual solutions for a > 0 and the 16 sign combinations of β , b, γ, c. Without loss of
generality we rescale the problem and set a = 1. We will consider all 16 cases, and describe
the solutions as a function of T .
Even with these very small one dimensional examples we will demonstrate many of the
features of the solutions, as described in the structure theorem:
• Four of the cases have feasible primal and dual solutions for all 0≤ T < ∞.
• Four of the cases have feasible primal and dual solutions for 0 ≤ T ≤ T for some
finite T but are primal infeasible with unbounded duals for T > T .
• Eight of the cases are primal infeasible for all T , with unbounded duals.
• Impulse controls are sometimes used, both at times 0 and T .
• The boundary values may be constant or they may vary linearly with T .
• The state variables may be discontinuous at time T , in which case they have a jump
down to 0.
• When the Uniqueness Condition 3.4 does not hold the solution may be non-unique.
• Solutions for small T are single interval solutions for all cases. For larger T they
may require two intervals.
• For one dimensional problem it is not possible that both primal and dual are infeasi-
ble.
We now describe the solution for the various cases. We give a brief description of the
solutions in the eight feasible cases, and display the solutions in Figures 6.1– 6.8. In each
figure we plot the right hand side of the primal, the objective coefficients of the primal, the
primal solution, and the dual solution which is running in reversed time. In the plots of the
solutions we draw the cumulative controls U(t), P(t) where we put an up-arrow to denote
impulses, and the states (the slacks) x(t), q(t).
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Feasible for all T . When β > 0, b > 0 the primal and dual are feasible and bounded
for all 0≤ T < ∞.
Case 1: β > 0, b> 0, γ > 0, c> 0. Here the optimal primal solution is to use U(t) =
β + bt, with an impulse at 0, and the optimal dual solution is to use P(t) = γ + ct with an
impulse at 0. The slacks are x(t) = q(t) = 0.
β
β + bTr.h.s
γ + cT
γ
obj Primal solution Dual solution
P(t)U(t)
FIG. 6.1. K = J = 1, Case 1: β > 0,b> 0,γ > 0,c> 0
Case 2: β > 0, b> 0, γ > 0, c< 0. Here the optimal primal solution is to use a single
impulse at time T , so U(t) = 0, t < T and U(T ) = β + bT . The slack x(t) is discontinuous
at T : x(t) = β +bt, 0≤ t < T , x(T ) = 0, with a jump x(T−)− x(T ) = β +bT . The optimal
dual solution is to have P(t) = γ with a single impulse at 0, and q(t) =−ct.
β
β + bT
r.h.s
γ + cT
γ
obj Primal solution Dual solutionP(t)
U(t) q(t )
x(t)
FIG. 6.2. K = J = 1, Case 2: β > 0,b> 0,γ > 0,c< 0
Case 3: β > 0, b > 0, γ < 0, c > 0. The optimal solution for this case consists
of a single interval when T < − γc and of two intervals when T > − γc . It is non-unique
when T = − γc . For time horizon T < − γc the solution is to have U(t) = P(t) = 0 with the
slacks x(t) = β + bt, q(t) = −γ − ct, for 0 ≤ t ≤ T . The solution for T > − γc has U(t) =
β +bt, 0≤ t ≤ T + γc , with an impulse at 0, and U(t) =U(T + γc ), t > T + γc , with the slack
x(t) = 0, t < T + γc , and x(t) = b(t−T − γc ), t > T + γc . The dual solution (in reversed time)
has P(t) = 0, t ≤− γc and P(t) = c(t+ γc ), t >− γc , with the slack q(t) =−γ−ct, t <− γc , and
q(t) = 0, t ≥− γc .
At the time horizon T = − γc the solution to the primal problem is not unique: We can
have U consisting of a single impulse at time 0, of size u0 that can take any value from
0 to β , so U(t) = u0, and the corresponding slack is x(t) = β + bt − u0, for 0 ≤ t ≤ T .
Note that at T = − γc the vector
[
γ
γ+ cT
]
=
[
γ
0
]
is not in general position to the matrix[
AT 0 I 0
AT AT 0 I
]
, so the Uniqueness Condition 3.4 is indeed violated.
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β
β + bT
r.h.s
γ + cT
γ
obj
x(t)
Primal solution Dual solution
q(t )
q(t )
T < − γc
T = − γc
Dual solution
x(t)
Primal solutions
x(t)
x(t)U(t)
U(t)
T > − γc
U(t)
x(t) q(t )P(t)
Primal solution Dual solution
_ _
_
FIG. 6.3. K = J = 1, Case 3: β > 0,b> 0,γ < 0,c> 0
Case 4: β > 0, b > 0, γ < 0, c < 0. Here the solution is the same as for Case 3
when T < − γc : the primal and dual controls are U(t) = P(t) = 0, with slacks x(t) = β +bt,
q(t) =−γ− ct.
β
β + bTr.h.s
γ + cT
γ
obj
x(t)
Dual solution
q(t )
Primal solution
FIG. 6.4. K = J = 1, Case 4: β > 0,b> 0,γ < 0,c< 0
Feasible for some T . The next 4 cases have β > 0, b< 0 and are feasible and bounded
only for 0≤ T ≤−βb . For T >−βb the primal is infeasible and the dual unbounded.
Case 5: β > 0, b< 0, γ > 0, c> 0. Here the primal control is constant U(t) = β +bT
with impulse at 0, and slack x(t) =−b(T − t), and the dual control is constant P(t) = γ+ cT
with impulse at 0, and slack q(t) = c(T − t).
β
β + bT
r.h.s
γ + cT
γ
obj
U(t)
Dual solution
P(t)Primal solution
x(t) q(t )
FIG. 6.5. K = J = 1, Case 5: β > 0,b< 0,γ > 0,c> 0
Case 6: β > 0, b< 0, γ > 0, c< 0. Here the primal control is U(t) = 0, t < T,U(T ) =
β +bT with impulse at T , and slack x(t) = β +bt, t < T, x(T ) = 0, with a downward jump
x↓ = β +bT at T , similar to Case 2. The dual control is P(t) = γ , with an impulse at 0, and
slack q(t) =−ct.
Case 7: β > 0, b < 0, γ < 0, c > 0. The optimal solution for this case consists
of a single interval for all 0 ≤ T ≤ −βb , but it is different when 0 ≤ T ≤ − γc , and when
− γc ≤ T ≤ −βb . For T < − γc the controls are U(t) = P(t) = 0 with slacks x(t) = β + bt,
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β
β + bT
r.h.s
γ + cT
γ
obj
U(t)
Dual solution
P(t)
Primal solution
x(t) q(t )
FIG. 6.6. K = J = 1, Case 6: β > 0,b< 0,γ > 0,c< 0
q(t) = −γ − ct. For − γc < T ≤ −βb The primal control is U(t) = β + bT with impulse at 0
and slack x(t) =−b(T − t), and the dual control is P(t) = γ+cT with impulse at 0 and slack
q(t) =−c(T − t). At the time horizon T =− γc the Uniqueness Condition 3.4 is violated, and
the solution to the primal problem is not unique (similar to Case 3): There is an impulse u0
of size 0≤ u0 ≤ β −b γc , with U(t) = u0, and slack x(t) = β −u0+bt.
β
β + bT
r.h.s Primal solution
x(t)
γ
obj Dual solution
q(t )
Primal solutions
x(t)
Dual solution
q(t )x(t)
x(t)U(t)
U(t)
Primal solution Dual solution
x(t)
U(t) q(t )P(t)
γ  + cT
T = − _γc
T < − _γc
T > − _γc
FIG. 6.7. K = J = 1, Case 7: β > 0,b< 0,γ < 0,c> 0
Case 8: β > 0, b < 0, γ < 0, c < 0. This is similar to Case 4. The primal and dual
controls are U(t) = P(t) = 0 and the primal and dual slacks are x(t) = β+bt, q(t) =−γ−cT .
β
β + bT
r.h.s
γ + cT
γ
obj Dual solutionPrimal solution
x(t) q(t )
FIG. 6.8. K = J = 1, Case 8: β > 0,b< 0,γ < 0,c< 0
Infeasible for all T . When β < 0 the primal problem is infeasible, and the dual
problem is unbounded, for all 8 sign combinations of b, γ, c.
6.2. 2×2 example. One-dimensional examples are too simple to show all the possible
diversity of M-CLP solutions. For better illustration of this diversity we need to consider
J = K = 2. We present the solution of a 2×2 problem which is primal and dual feasible for
all T . It illustrates how the solution evolves as the time horizon changes.
EXAMPLE 6.2 The problem data are:
A =
(
5 2
3 4
)
β =
(
8
10
)
b =
(
3
1
)
γ =
(
5
6
)
c =
(
1
2
)
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Initially, for small T , this problem has a single interval solution. It is given by:
u0 =

6
7
+
4
35
T
13
7
− 2
7
T
 x0 =
 04T
5
 p0 = [ 0
0
]
q0 =
[
0
0
]
u1 =
 35
0
 x˙1 =
 0
−4
5
 p1 =
 15
0
 q˙1 =
 0
−8
5

uN =
[
0
0
]
xN =
[
0
0
]
pN =

1
7
− 12
35
T
10
7
+
4
7
T
 qN =
 08T
5
.
and it is valid for time horizons 0 ≤ T ≤ 512 . The solution for T = 13 is displayed in Figure
6.9.
FIG. 6.9. Example 6.2. Solution for T =
1
3
. Impulse scale 1:1
0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30
-1.5
-1.0
-0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
 2x t  
0
1u
0
2u
1
1u
1
Np
2
Np
1
1p  
 2q t
In this display and in the subsequent displays we plot all the non-zero values of the
impulses and the control rates, and all the non-zero values of the states (slacks), as follows:
We plot−u0,−uN ,p0,pN at the left and right ends of the time horizon, and−u(t),x(t), p(T−
t),−q(T − t) for 0< t < T . We plot x,P as positive, −q,−U as negative values. We scale for
all the impulses different from rates and states, with the values on the vertical axis measuring
rates and states. Recall that dual variables run in reversed time.
At time horizon T = 512 the value of p
N
1 shrinks to 0, and for larger time horizon a second
interval has to be added at T . For time horizons 5/12 ≤ T ≤ 1 the solution consists of two
intervals,
u0 =

46
49
− 4
49
T
81
49
+
10
49
T
 , x0 =
 04
7
− 4
7
T
 p0 = [ 0
0
]
q0 =
[
0
0
]
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u1 =
 35
0
 x˙1 =
 0
−4
5
 p1 =
 15
0
 q˙1 =
 0
−8
5
τ1 = 57 − 57T
u2 =
 13
0
 x˙2 =
 43
0
 p2 =
 01
3
 q˙2 =
 0
−2
3
τ2 = 127 T − 57
uN =
[
0
0
]
xN =
 167 T − 2021
0
 pN =
 05
3
 , qN =
 02
3
.
The solution for T = 34 is displayed in Figure 6.10.
FIG. 6.10. Example 6.2. Solution for T =
3
4
. Impulse scale 1:3
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
-0.6
-0.4
-0.2
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0
1u
0
2u 11u
2
1u  2q t
 1x t   2x t  
1
1p  22p  
2
Np
At time horizon T = 1 the interval τ1 and the value of x02 shrink to 0. At this time horizon
γ1+c1T = γ2 = 6 so the Uniqueness Condition fails, and the boundary values are not unique.
For time horizon T = 1 and for any 0≤ θ ≤ 1 solution consists of one interval.
u0 =

6
7
− 6
7
θ
13
7
+
9
14
θ
 , x0 = [ 3θ
0
]
p0 =
[
0
0
]
q0 =
[
0
0
]
u1 =
 13
0
 x˙1 =
 43
0
 p1 =
 01
3
 q˙1 =
 0
−2
3

uN =
[
0
0
]
xN =
 43 +3θ
0
 pN =
 05
3
 , qN =
 02
3
.
The objective value for this T is z = 131/6. The solution for time horizon T = 1 and θ = 1
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is displayed in Figure 6.11.
For all time horizons T ≥ 1 the optimal solution again consists of two intervals. The
new interval is inserted at t = 0. The solution is given by:
u0 =
 05
2
 , x0 = [ 3
0
]
p0 =
[
0
0
]
q0 =
 12T − 12
0

u1 =
 01
4
 x˙1 =
 52
0
 p1 =
 01
2
 q˙1 =
 12
0
τ1 = T −1
u2 =
 13
0
 x˙2 =
 43
0
 p2 =
 01
3
 q˙2 =
 0
−2
3
τ2 = 1
uN =
[
0
0
]
xN =
 116 + 52T
0
 pN =
 05
3
 , qN =
 02
3
.
FIG. 6.11. Example 6.2. Solution for T = 1 and θ = 1. Impulse scale 1:3
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
-0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0
0
1u
0
2u
1
1u
 1x t  
 2q t
2
Np
1
2p  
The solution for time horizon T = 32 is displayed in Figure 6.12.
6.3. SCLP examples without strong duality. These examples for which strong
duality between SCLP and SCLP∗ fails, cannot be solved by the simplex type algorithm
described in [14].
Case 1: SCLP is feasible and bounded, but SCLP∗ is infeasible. Consider an SCLP
problem with the following data:
G = 1,F = H = b = d = /0,α ≥ 0,a> 0,γ > 0,c> 0
SCLP problem with this data is feasible and bounded, but SCLP∗ problem is not feasible,
because the constraint
∫ t
0 p(t)≥ γ cannot be satisfied with γ > 0. However, M-CLP/M-CLP∗
extensions of these problems are feasible and have optimal solutions described as Case 1 in
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FIG. 6.12. Example 6.2. Solution for T =
3
2
. Impulse scale 1:2
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4
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 1x t  
1
2p  22p  
2
Np
 2q t
 1q t1
2u 21u0
2u
Section 6.1. We have:
supV (SCLP) =V (M-CLP) = γ(α+aT )+ cT
(
α+
aT
2
)
Here SCLP has no optimal solution if α > 0, but does have the optimal solution u(t) = a if
α = 0.
Case 2: SCLP/SCLP∗ are feasible, but SCLP has no optimal solution. Consider
an SCLP problem with the following data:
G = 1,F = H = b = d = /0,α > 0,a> 0,γ < 0,c> 0
Both SCLP/SCLP∗ are feasible for all T ≥ 0. Moreover, for T <− γc both SCLP and SCLP∗
have optimal solutions: u(t) = 0,x(t) = α+at, p(t) = 0,q(t) = γ+ct with objective value 0.
For T > − γc the M-CLP/M-CLP∗ extensions of this problem are described as Case 3 in
Section 6.1. M-CLP∗ has an absolutely continuous solution P(t), and so SCLP∗ is solved by
p(t) = dP(t)dt . However, for T > − γc SCLP does not have an optimal solution. The objective
values satisfy:
supV (SCLP) =V (M-CLP) =V (M-CLP∗) =V (SCLP∗) =α(γ+cT )+
acT 2
2
+aγ
(
T +
γ
2c
)
Case 3: SCLP/SCLP∗ are feasible and bounded, but both have no optimal solu-
tions. Consider an SCLP problem with following data:
G =
[
1 0
0 −1
]
,F = H = b = d = /0,α =
[
1
3
]
,a =
[
5
−1
]
,γ =
[ −2
−1
]
,c =
[
1
−6
]
For T ≤ 2 both SCLP and SCLP∗ have the following optimal solutions:
u(t) =
[
0
0
]
,x(t) =
[
1+5t
3− t
]
, p(t) =
[
0
0
]
,q(t) =
[
2− t
1+6t
]
with objective value 0.
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For 2< T ≤ 3 SCLP has no optimal solution, but SCLP∗ has an optimal solution: p1(t) =
0,q1(t) = 2− t for t ≤ 2, p1(t) = 1,q1(t) = 0 for 2 < t ≤ T , p2(t) = 0,q2(t) = 1+6t for all
t ≤ T . The corresponding objective values satisfy:
supV (SCLP) =V (SCLP∗) = 8−9T +2.5T 2.
For T > 3 SCLP/SCLP∗ are feasible but both have no optimal solutions. The M-CLP/M-
CLP∗ extensions have optimal solutions (note that dual run in reversed time):
U1(t) = 1+5t, x1(t) = 0, P1(t) = t−2, q1(t) = 0 t ≤ T −2
U1(t) = 5T −9, x1(t) = 5(t−T +2), P1(t) = 0, q1(t) = 2− t t > T −2
U2(t) = 0, x2(t) = 3− t, P2(t) = 6T −17, q2(t) = 6(t−T +3) t ≤ 3
U2(t) = t−3, x2(t) = 0, P2(t) = 1+6t, q2(t) = 0 t > 3
The objective values satisfy:
supV (SCLP) =V (M-CLP) =V (M-CLP∗) = infV (SCLP∗) =−16+8T −0.5T 2
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